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By the end of each grade level, students will be able to:By the end of each grade level, students will be able to:

Articulate the meaning of ethics and ethical living and demonstrate familiarity with the ethical
theories of Aristotle, Immanuel Kant, Jeremy Bentham, and other notable thinkers
Debate abstract, complicated ideas with classmates in a way that models civil discourse
Compare/contrast the three Abrahamic faiths and the history, traditions, symbols, and sacred
texts of nine other major world religions
Appreciate, respect, and celebrate the diversity of faiths that exist in our world and our own
community

4th Grade

5th Grade

6th Grade

7th Grade

8th Grade

Recognize the mystery of God’s presence in their lives as well as in stories of scripture and
liturgical action
Gain religious language and enhance their spiritual experience through wonder and play
Engage with Godly Play top-tier core stories including Sacred Stories, Parables, and Liturgical
Action stories

Recognize the mystery of God’s presence in their lives as well as in stories of scripture and
liturgical action
Further gain religious language and enhance their spiritual experience through wonder and
play
Engage with Godly Play extension stories (along with core stories) to deepen their experience
of core stories

Recall (sequentially) the stories of the people of God and the major/recurring themes
Reflect on significant character themes (forgiveness, honesty, loyalty, kindness, etc.) as they are
presented in the Old Testament stories, and as they apply in their own lives
Appreciate the faithful-forgetful-repentant pattern of the Israelites and realize the same
tendencies in themselves

Recall the accounts of the incarnation, passion, death, and resurrection of Jesus
Describe the beginnings of the Christian Church
Reflect on significant character themes (love of neighbor, service, etc.) as they are presented in
the New Testament stories, and as they apply in their own lives

Connect and order Old Testament events and people
Relate the African American spiritual song entitled “Go Down Moses” with the book of Exodus
Reflect on the Ten Commandments and state each commandment’s significance in the context
of their community

Join the Old Testament and New Testament to recognize a connected narrative telling of God’s
ongoing redemptive work 
Engage with the Bible in various ways including academically, literarily, and spiritually
Identify the life, death, and resurrection of Jesus as the climax of Salvation History, and express
understanding of Salvation History in their own words
Consider their understanding of who Jesus is through personal reflection and exploration of the
perspectives of different Gospel writers

Godly Play Three
Year Cycle #1

(Threes -
Kindergarten)

Godly Play Three
Year Cycle #2

(1st - 3rd Grade)
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In addition, students will:In addition, students will:

Write an analytical essay exploring real-life dilemmas according to various ethical frameworks
discussed in class
Write a five-paragraph essay about the Holocaust and other acts of genocide in interdisciplinary
collaboration with the English and history teachers
Experience visits to the neighboring synagogue and mosque, and receive guests from other area
faith communities
Produce a spiritual autobiography in which they describe what matters most to them in their
personal lives of faith

4th Grade

5th Grade

6th Grade

7th Grade

8th Grade

Learn to practice participating well in the community
Make meaning from biblical stories through hands-on activities and creative response activities
Learn to wonder about God and stories

Make authentic and creative responses to God’s call in their lives
Continue to process stories side-by-side
Continue to learn about and practice the ethics of living well in community

Learn to commit to memory the Ten Commandments
Begin to compare/contrast the ancient Middle Eastern way of life with their own twenty-first-
century Western ways
Experience the Psalms as poetry and prayers of praise and lament, and will collaborate on the
authorship of a class psalm

Learn about the transformative impact Jesus had on the lives of people in the gospels and early church, and that he
continues to have on Christians today
Experience the many ways the lessons of Jesus' parables apply in their own lives, and take their turn at writing a parable to
teach a similar lesson
Learn about Christ's reconciling and redeeming acts, especially as reenacted in the Christian festivals we celebrate annually

Explore the historical dates of both biblical and secular events of the Old Testament time period and construct a
timeline ordering major Old Testament events and people learn about one of the major prophets and collaboratively
Create a presentation to help classmates know and remember that prophet learn about both Old Testament and modern
day prophets’ messages related to injustice and reflect on injustices in our world today
Write Proverbs for the life of a sixth grader related to school, friendship, and other relevant topics.

Learn to commit to memory the New Testament books (in order) while recognizing the benefit of
being able to locate New Testament scriptures with greater ease
Express understanding of the birth and growth of the church and consider their part in the Church
Collaborate to present one of Paul’s missionary journeys including the journey’s purpose,
locations, participants, and other important information
Learn what the Bible says about a topic of their choice and present their findings

Godly Play Three
Year Cycle #1

(Threes -
Kindergarten)

Godly Play Three
Year Cycle #2

(1st - 3rd Grade)


